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Abstract
We present a scheme for evenly partitioning the key space in 
distributed hash tables among the participating nodes. The scheme 
is based on the multiple random choices paradigm and handles both 
node joins and leaves. It achieves, with high probability, a ratio of 
at most 4 between the loads of the most and least burdened nodes, 
in the face or arbitrary node arrivals and departures. Each join or 
leave operation incurs message cost that is, with high probability, 
O (log2n), where n is the number of nodes, and causes the re 
location of keys from at most one node (for joins) or three nodes 
(for leaves).In this paper, A version of heterogeneous systems, 
where the capacities of nodes to serve keys can vary widely.
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I. Introduction
The last several years have seen the emergence of a class of 
structured peer-to-peer systems that provide Distributed Hash 
Table (DHT) abstraction [1-4]. In such structured systems, a 
unique identifier is associated with each data item and each node in 
the system. The identifier space is partitioned among the nodes that 
form the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) system, and each node is responsible 
for storing all the items that are mapped to an identifier in its 
portion of the space. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [1,5,9,11-
14,16-17], are data structures used to organize highly dynamic, 
massive, decentralized distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer 
networks. A DHT maps keys (i.e., resource identifiers) into a hash 
space, which is partitioned among the nodes in the network. Each 
node is responsible for (the resources whose keys are hashed into) 
its segment of the hash space. When a node joins the system, the 
partition of the hash space is perturbed slightly, so that the new node 
can be given its own segment of the hash space, pieces of which 
previously belonged to a small number of old nodes. Similarly, 
when a node leaves the system, its segment is redistributed among 
a small number of the remaining nodes. In addition to the join 
and leave operations, a DHT supports the lookup operation which 
locates the node responsible for (the resources identified by) a 
given key. An important goal in the design of DHTs is to achieve 
a balanced partition of the hash space among the nodes in the 
system. It is often desirable that each node assumes responsibility 
for a portion of the hash space that is proportional to its power 
(measured in terms of its processor speed, available bandwidth, 
and/or storage capacity), and that this property is maintained as 
nodes join and leave the system. 
This is because, typically, the number of keys a node is responsible 
for serving and the amount of routing traffic the node handles are 
proportional to the size of the segment that the node is associated 
with. We quantify the notion of load balance in DHTs in the 
following natural way. Assume each node has a positive weight, 
that is proportional to its power, i.e., for any nodes n1, n2 of 
weights respectively w1, w2, with w1 ≥ w2, n1 can manage a 
segment of the hash space that is w1/w2 times larger than that n2 
can handle. The weighted size of a node’s segment is the quotient 
of the segment’s size divided by the node’s weight. Finally, the 
balance ρ of a DHT structure is the ratio of the maximum weighted 

size of any node segment to the minimum weighted size. In this 
paper, we describe a simple and intuitive protocol for managing 
the partition of a DHT’s hash space into node segments, as nodes 
join and leave the system.

II. DHT Structure
In most early DHT structures [9,11,13], each node (upon arrival) 
chooses at random a point in the hash space (typically, the unit 
interval (0, 1), and becomes associated with the points of the 
hash space closest to the selected point (with respect to some 
distance function). Assuming random node departures, this scheme 
guarantees that the ratio of largest to average node segment size 
is Θ(log n), with high probability [6, 17]. However, we can show 
that the ratio of average to smallest segment size is Ω (n) with 
constant probability. Therefore, assuming homogeneous nodes, ρ 
is Ω (n log n), with constant probability malicious attacks on the 
network difficult. In another early approach [14], a new node splits 
in half the node segment containing a randomly selected point, 
and assumes responsibility of one half. In the pure join model, 
the balance of this scheme is better than the previous one, but we 
can show that ρ is still Ω (log2 n/ log log n), with high probability. 
(The ratio of largest to average segment size is the same as before, 
while the ratio of average to smallest is Ω(log n/ log log n), with 
high probability.) In both this and the previous approaches, if 
every physical node acts as Ω(log n) virtual nodes, each associated 
with a distinct segment, then constant ρ is achieved, with high 
probability [6, 17]. 
However, this approach amplifies by a factor of Ω (log n) the 
numbers of links a node should maintain, and (consequently) 
increases the complexity of join and leave operations. Five 
recently proposed load balancing schemes guarantee constant ρ, 
with high probability, for homogeneous nodes, while assigning a 
single segment per node. Abraham et al. [1] and Naor and Wieder 
[13] independently suggested and analyzed the join scheme our 
(unweighted) protocol uses. However, neither work provides a 
method for a departure that provably achieves constant ρ. Adler 
et al. [2], propose and analyze a scheme for joins in a hyper cubic 
overlay structure.
Roughly, a new node splits in half the longest segment among the 
ones associated with the node responsible for a randomly selected 
point, and its Θ(log n) neighbors in the overlay structure. They also 
describe a procedure for leaves, but they do not show it maintains 
constant ρ, although experimental results suggest that it may do so. 
The message and (parallel) time complexity of node joins are Θ 
(Lm(n) + log n) and Lt(n) + O(1), with high probability, 
respectively, and the number of nodes affected is constant. The 
next two approaches are not tied to specific overlay structures, 
and provably guarantee constant ρ in the face of both joins 
and leaves. They [7], present a scheme with message and time 
complexity respectively Θ( log n · Lm(n)) and Lt(n) +O(log n), 
with high probability. The number of nodes affected by a single 
operation is O (log n), with high probability, and Θ (log log n), 
on expectation. we [10], proposes a very efficient scheme where 
operations are, roughly, performed as in our protocol, but instead 
of random segments the scheme examines a logarithmic number 
of consecutive segments in the neighborhood of a random point. 
The message and time complexity are respectively Lm (n) + Θ 
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(logn) and Lt (n) + Θ (logn), with high probability, and constant 
number of node segments are modified per operation. 
Finally, in a very recent paper they [8], present a load balancing 
scheme that combines two different approaches: the multiple 
random choices scheme, and the “neighborhood search scheme” 
of [10]. Their protocol is overlay independent, and provably 
guarantees constant ρ only in the pure join model. The complexity 
of joins depends on two system parameters r and v, with rv = 
Θ(logn), where r represents the number of random points selected, 
and v represents the number of (consecutive) segments examined 
in the neighborhood of each random point. The message and time 
complexity per operation are respectively rLm (n) + rv and Lt 
(n) + v, with high probability. All the above approaches assume 
homogeneous nodes. In particular, a balancing scheme that assigns 
a single (contiguous) segment per node would result in significant 
reduction in the number of links in the network compared to the 
approach that uses virtual nodes. For instance, in a system where 
half of the nodes are twice as powerful as the other half, a scheme 
that assigns a single contiguous segment per node would result 
in the more powerful nodes having (roughly) half the number 
of outgoing links and the same number of incoming links as in 
the virtual nodes approach, while the less powerful nodes would 
have the same number of outgoing and one third fewer incoming 
links.

III. Protocols for Balanced Partitioning

A. A Note on the Model
The load balancing protocols we present in the next two sections 
are general enough to be used in any DHT design whose hash 
space is a line segment or a ring. For concreteness we will assume 
that the hash space is the unit interval I = [0, 1). For efficiency, we 
will also assume that every node maintains links to its immediate 
successor and predecessor nodes in the hash space. As is typical 
in the analysis of load balancing algorithms for DHTs, we only 
consider the case where node joins and leaves occur sequentially. 
We expect the protocols should perform well up to some degree 
of concurrency, as well.

B. S & M Protocol 
This scheme assumes that all nodes are equally powerful, and 
aims to partition the hash space evenly among them. Node joins 
and leaves are performed in such a way that, at any time, the 
length of the segment associated with each node is an integer 
power of 1/2 (potentially a different one for different nodes), and 
its endpoints are integer multiples of its length. We call such a 
segment of length 1/2d, for some d € N, a d-segment; we also say 
that this segment has depth d. Finally, we define the sibling of a 
d-segment λ, denoted., to be the unique d-segment such that λ U. 
is a(d − 1)-segment.

C. Protocol Description
To join the system, a new node n, first requests the depth of the 
segment associated with a node n0 that is known to be in the 
system already. Let d be that depth. Then, n issues (via n0) lookup 
requests for each of [α+d+β+] keys selected at random, where 
α+ and β+ are positive system-wide parameters. Let n be a node 
associated with a longest segment, among those returned by the 
lookup requests. Then, the segment of n is split into two halves, and 
each of n, n is associated with one half. The leave procedure is, in 
a sense, symmetric to the join process. Suppose some node n, who 
is currently in the system and is associated with a d-segment λ, d > 

0, wishes to depart. Before n does do, it looks up the nodes that are 
responsible for [α−(d + 1)+ β−] keys selected at random, where, 
α−, β− are again positive system parameters. Let n| be a node 
associated with a shortest segment among the looked up nodes, 
and let λ| denote that segment. We have two cases, depending on 
the length |λ|| of λ.
|λ|| < |λ|: If λ' is associated with a single node, say  (i.e., λ' is not 
currently split), then λ'and λ' are merged  and  are associated with 
the resulting segment and λ, respectively, and n leaves the system. 
If λ'  is not associated with a single node (i.e., λ' is currently split), 
then n sequentially the nodes associated with sub segments of λ' 
, until it finds a pair of nodes n1, n2 associated with two sibling 
segments. (Note that we can always find such a pair of nodes.) 
Then, the two sibling segments are merged, n1 and n2 become 
associated with the newly created segment and λ, respectively, 
and n departs from the system.
|λ' |≥|λ|: The procedure is almost identical to that described in case 
(a) if we consider n in place of n' . So, we first attempt to merge 
λ with λ', and if this is not possible (because  is split) we merge 
two sibling node segments that are sub segments of .

D. Protocol Properties
The above protocol provides strong load balancing guarantees. 
Roughly speaking, if we start from a sufficiently balanced initial 
state, then at all times during an arbitrary sequence of k joins and/
or split operations, ρ ≤ 4, with probability 1 − O (k/Nb), where 
N is the minimum number of nodes in the system during this 
sequence, and b > 0 a constant that can be made arbitrarily large 
by choosing large enough parameters α+, β+, α−, β− (independently 
of k or N). A more formal statement of this property and an outline 
of its proof are presented in Section 3. We note parenthetically 
that the protocol is “self-correcting” in the sense that starting from 
an arbitrary (valid) state, a sufficiently balanced state is reached 
after a large enough number of steps.
It is easy to see that the message complexity of a join operation in 
an n-node system with constant ρ is O (log n · Lm (n)). This is not 
optimal since other approaches require as little as O (log n) + Lm 
(n) messages [10]. However, if the probing lookups are executed 
in parallel (instead of sequentially), the time complexity of both 
join and leave procedures reduces to O (1) + Lt (n). Finally, a 
node join affects only the segment associated with a single node, 
and a node leave affects the segments associated with at most 
two nodes (in addition to the departing node). Thus, for constant 
ρ both operations result in relocating keys that fall in an O(1/n) 
fraction of the hash space, which is optimal.

E. Weighted S & M Protocol
The scheme we present in this section is an extension of the protocol 
described in Section III, that takes into account the relative power 
of nodes. In particular, it presumes that each node n has a weight, 
denoted w(n), that is an integer power of 2 between 1 and some 
system-wide parameter W (also a power of 2), and tries to partition 
the hash space in such a way that each node is associated with a 
segment of length proportional to its weight. Roughly speaking, 
this scheme arranges nodes into (virtual) groups, and uses the 
same technique as the un weighted S&M Protocol to achieve for 
each group what that protocol achieved for single nodes. Below 
we describe the protocol in more detail.
The hash space is partitioned into segments, one for each node, 
such that at any time there is a (unique) many-to one mapping of 
the set of nodes to a set of groups with the following properties: (i) 
the union of the segments of all nodes in a group, called a group 
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segment, is a   d-segment, for some d ≥ 0 (potentially, a different 
d for different groups);and (ii) the sum of the weights of all nodes 
in a group, called the group’s weight, is between W and 2W − 1.2 
We denote the weight of a group G by w(G). The details of how 
a group segment is partitioned among the nodes of the group are 
specified by a part of the balance algorithm we call the group 
management protocol. In addition, the group management protocol 
describes how to perform the group operations listed below. Note 
that, these operations may only modify segments associated with 
nodes of the groups mentioned in each operation.
T1: Add node n to group G. If w (G) +w (n) ≥ 2W, then G is split 
into two groups, each associated with one half of  s segment.
T2: Given two groups G, G' associated with sibling segments, and 
a node n in G, remove n from the system. If w (G) + w () − sw (n) 
< 2W, then G and   are merged into a single group.
T3: Given a group G, a node n in G, and two other groups G1, 
G2 associated with sibling segments, remove n from the system 
in such a way that either (i) the value of w (G) after the operation 
is greater or equal to that before, or (ii) G is split into two groups. 
Moreover, G1 and G2 may be merged into a single group.
The group management protocol can be designed independently 
of the rest of the load balancing algorithm, as long as it adheres 
to the above specification. In the next two paragraphs, we first 
describe the Weighted S&M Protocol in detail assuming an 
arbitrary group management protocol, and then we discuss specific 
group management protocol designs.

IV. S&M-Processes
We define two families of discrete stochastic processes that describe 
models for adding and removing segments in binary partitions. The 
first family, called actual S&M-processes, simply formulates as a 
stochastic process the S&M Protocol described in Section 2.2. The 
second family, called virtual S&M-processes, describes a slightly 
different, less complicated model. We introduce virtual S&M-
processes because they are easier to analyze, and their analysis 
yields results that apply to actual S&M-processes, as well.
The sample space of an actual or virtual S&M-process is a set of 
finite sequences of binary partitions or sorted binary partitions, 
respectively. Both types of processes are parameterized by an 
initial partition, four positive constants called splitting factor/
term and merging factor /term, and a finite binary sequence of 
+/−’s, called event list. Actual S&M processes have an additional 
parameter, called list of points, which is a sequence of points from 
I of the same length as the event list.

V. Analysis of Weighted S&M Protocol
The analysis of the weighted version of the protocol is similar 
to that of the unweighted version. Again we use an aggregated 
representation of the system state, and study the transitions in 
this simplified (virtual) state space. This time, however, the 
abstraction we use is slightly more involved than the one we 
used in the analysis of the unweighted protocol (i.e., sorted binary 
partitions and virtual S&M-process), since here we need to also 
take node weights into account. More precisely, the information 
we maintain for each system state is the distribution of the group 
segment lengths, the distribution of group weights for groups 
associated with longest group segments, when the total length of 
these segments is below some threshold, and the distribution of 
group weights for groups associated with shortest group segments, 
when the total length of these segments is below a threshold.
As in the analysis of the unweighted protocol, we show that in 
states with a large number of longest group segments joins add 

nodes to longest group segments almost with certainty (for large 
enough system parameters). We also bound the number of joins 
required until all longest group segments are split when starting 
from states with a small number of longest group segments. The 
additional complication introduced by the fact that not all joins 
result in group splits is overcome by assuming “adversarial” 
weight selection, i.e., we assume nodes added in longest group 
segments have weight 1, while nodes added in other groups have 
weight W. Thus, a longest group segment must be selected W 
times before it is split, while a join in a non longest group segment 
always causes a group split. Analogous statements are shown 
to hold for node leaves. Finally, we combine these results. This 
analysis shows that the Weighted S&M Protocol supports for 
the group segments the same load balancing guarantees the un 
weighted protocol provides about node segments.
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